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QUAL added to BT SuperWrap and Asgard Super
platforms
Sydney, 5 November, 2015 – Van Eck Australia today announced that its Market Vectors MSCI World ex
Australia Quality ETF (QUAL) has been added to the BT SuperWrap and Asgard Super platforms.
In its first year, QUAL has returned 35.81% (after fees) to 29 October 2015, outperforming the standard
international equity benchmark, MSCI World ex Australia Index by 4.42% and is continuing to attract strong
support from platforms, financial advisers and brokers.
Arian Neiron, Managing Director, Van Eck Australia, said: “QUAL has generated a great deal of investor
interest, well ahead of our expectations. The growth reflects strong demand by Australian investors for
investment opportunities in quality international equities, a trend we believe will continue into 2016.”
QUAL gives investors instant access via a single ASX trade to a portfolio of 300 quality international
companies which are included based on analysis by MSCI on three key fundamentals: high return on equity,
stable year-on-year earnings growth and low financial leverage. QUAL seeks to track the MSCI World ex
Australia Quality Index.
"By only including companies based on MSCI’s Quality fundamentals, this ETF gives investors a portfolio of
international equities with historically strong performance and defensive characteristics. QUAL also gives
Australian investors exposure to sectors where opportunities are limited if they only invest locally, such as
information technology and healthcare. The ETF includes companies such as Google, Roche, Apple and
Johnson and Johnson,” said Neiron.
“With a management fee of 0.40% per annum, advisers are attracted to QUAL’s easily understood and low
cost investment strategy. QUAL was the first strategic beta international equity ETF listed on the ASX.
Strategic beta is being used by a range of investors who are seeking to outperform the market at low fees,"
Mr Neiron said.

ENDS

Performance and data source: Morningstar Direct. Results are calculated to the last business day of the month and
assume immediate reinvestment of distributions. ETF results are net of management cost and expenses, but before
brokerage fees or bid/ask spreads incurred when investors buy/sell on ASX. Returns for period longer than one year are
annualised. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future performance which may be lower of higher.
General information only
This information is issued by Market Vectors Investments Limited ABN 22 146 596 116 AFSL 416755 as responsible
entity (‘MVIL’) of the Market Vectors MSCI World ex Australia Quality ETF (‘Fund’). MVIL is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Van Eck Associates Corporation based in New York, United States (‘Van Eck Global’).
QUAL is indexed to a MSCI index .QUAL is not sponsored, endorsed, or promoted by MSCI, and MSCI bears no liability
with respect to QUAL or the [Reference Index / MSCI Index*]. The PDS contains a more detailed description of the limited
relationship MSCI has with MVIL and QUAL.
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This is general information only and not financial advice. It does not take into account any person’s individual objectives,
financial situation nor needs. Before making an investment decision in relation to the Fund, you should read the PDS and
with the assistance of a financial adviser consider if it is appropriate for your circumstances. The PDS is available at
www.marketvectors.com.au or by calling 1300 MV ETFs (1300 68 3837).
The Fund is subject to investment risk, including possible delays in repayment and loss of capital invested. No member of
the Van Eck Global group of companies guarantees the repayment of capital, the performance, or any particular rate of
return from the Fund.
About Van Eck Global
Market Vectors ETFs are sponsored by Van Eck Global. Founded in 1955, Van Eck Global was among the first US
money managers helping investors to achieve greater diversification through global investing. Today, the firm continues
this tradition by offering innovative, actively managed investment choices in hard assets, emerging markets, precious
metals including gold, and other alternative asset classes. Van Eck Global is headquartered in New York and has offices
in Australia, China, Germany, Spain and Switzerland and as of 30 September 2015 managed approximately US$25.4
billion in investor assets.
About Market Vectors ETFs
Market Vectors exchange traded products have been offered since 2006 and span many asset classes, including
equities, fixed income (municipal and international bonds) and currency markets. As of 30 September 2015 the Market
Vectors family totalled US$18.9 billion in assets under management, making it one of the largest ETF families in the US
and worldwide. Market Vectors Australia is a wholly owned subsidiary of Van Eck Global.
Further information about Market Vectors ETFs listed on the ASX is available at marketvectors.com.au.
Further information about Van Eck Global is available at vaneck.com
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